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Discover the the wonders of a 
sound -generator IC. without the 
bother of breadboarding, using 
his easy -to -bd design console. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS FEATURES A NUM - 
ber of interesting sound -generator IC's in 
their semiconductor line; one of the most 
versatile is their SN76488N. That IC, an 
improved version of their SN76477N. is a 
monolithic device that combines both 
analog and digital circuitry. Like the other 
devices in the line. it boasts a noise gener- 
ator. a VCO (Voltage -Controlled Oscilla- 
tor). an SLF (Super -Low -Frequency) 
oscillator. a noise filter. a mixer, attack/ 
delay circuitry. control circuitry. and even 
one -shot circuitry for generating momen- 
tary sounds. In addition to those features. 
the 76488 offers an internal 125 -milliwatt 
audio amplifier capable of driving an B- 
ohm speaker. and external outputs for the 
VCO, the SLF oscillator, the noise clock. 
and the one -shot circuitry. 

The device can produce noises. tones. 
or low -frequency sounds either individu- 
ally or in any combination. All sounds are 
programmed using control inputs and 
user -selected external components. The 
uses for that versatile IC are limited only 
by the user's imagination: and if you run 
out of ideas. a little experimentation is 
sure to turn up many more. 

While most hobbyists like to bread- 
board with discrete components when ei- 
ther designing or experimenting. that 
technique has several drawbacks when de- 
signing with this IC. Since this IC can 
produce a wide variety of sounds. with 
each sound being determined by the value 
of the external components connote) to 
it. it is far easier to listen to the sounds 

produced by this IC while varying the 
value of the external components. The 
design console described here does just 
that: it enables you to control the value of 
those external components while listening 
to the sound produced. 

Before we look at the console. and how 
it is built. it will be helpful to get to know 
the 76488 a little better. A block diagram 
of the device is shown in Fig. I. let's 
examine the operation of each functional 
circuit block. 

SLF oscillator 
The SLF feeds a 50(k- duty -cycle 

squarewave to the mixer. It also feeds a 
triangular wave to the external VCO or 
SLF -select logic circuitry; that circuit se- 
lects either external - voltage or SLF mod- 
ulation of the VCO. If the vco -SFa.t cr 
pin. pin 20. is high. the SLF is fed through 
to modulate the frequency of the VCO; if 
it is low. an external voltage is used (more 
on that shortly). The SLF's normal operat- 
ing range is 0.1 to 30 Hz. but it will 
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FIG. 1 -BLOCK DIAGRAM of SN76488N sound generator. Refer to this figure as we describe the 
operation of the device. 
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SLF oscillator
The SLF feed s a 50 0/0 -d uty-cyc le

squarewave to the mixer. It also feeds a
triangular wave to the external YCO or
SLF-select logic circuitry; that circuit se-
lects either external-voltage or SLF mod-
ulation of the YCO. If the veO-SELECT
pin, pin 20, is high, the SLF is fed through
to modulate the frequency of the YCO; if
it is low, an external voltage is used (more
on that shortly). The Sl.F 's normal operat-
ing range is 0 .1 to 30 Hz, but it will
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produced by this IC while varying the
value of the external components. The
design console described here does just
that; it enables you to control the value of
those external components while listening
to the sound produced.
Before we look at the console, and how

it is built, it will be helpful to get to know
the 76488 a little better. A block diagram
of the device is shown in Fig. I. Let's
examine the operation of each functional
circuit block.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS FEATURES A NUM-
ber of interesting sound-generator IC's in
their semiconductor line; one of the most
versatile is their SN76488N. That IC, an
improved version of their SN76477N, is a
monolithic device that combines both
analog and digital circuitry. Like the other
devices in the line, it boasts a noise gener-
ator, a YCO (Voltage-Controlled Oscilla-
tor), an SLF (Super-Low-Frequency)
oscillator, a noise filter, a mixer, attack!
delay circuitry, control circuitry, and even
one-shot circuitry for generating momen-
tary sounds. In addition to those features,
the 76488 offers an intemal 125-milliwatt
audio amplifier capable of driving an 8-
ohm speaker, and external outputs for the
YCO, the SLF oscillator, the noise clock ,
and the one-shot circuitry.
The device can produce noises, tones,

or low-frequency sounds either individu-
ally or in any combination. All sounds are
programmed using control inputs and
user-selected external components. The
uses for that versatile IC are limited only
by the user 's imagination; and if you run
out of ideas, a little experimentation is
sure to turn up many more.
While most hobbyists like to bread-

board with discrete components when ei-
ther designing or exper imenting, that
technique has several drawbackswhen de-
signing with this IC. Since this IC can
produce a wide variety of sounds, with
each sound being determined by (he value
of the external components connected to
it, it is far easier to listen to the sounds
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produce frequencies of up to 20 kHz. The 
SLF frequency is determined by two ex- 
ternal components. the SLF -control resis- 
tor connected to pin 18 and the SLF - 
control capacitor connected to pin 19. The 
output of the SLF is available externally 
from pin 4 and can drive one TTL load. 

Voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) 
The VCO produces a tone whose fre- 

quency depends upon the voltage at its 
input. That controlling voltage can be ei- 
ther the SLF output described above. or 
an externally generated signal applied to 
the EXTERNAL VCO CONTROL. pin. pin 15. 
The higher the voltage applied to the 
VCO, the lower the VCO frequency. The 
minimum VCO frequency is determined 
by two external components: the VCO- 
control resistor connected to pin 17 and 
the VCO- control capacitor connected to 
pin 16. The maximum frequency of the 
VCO is ten times the minimum frequency. 
The method of controlling the VCO is 
selected by the logic -level present on pin 
20. If that logic level is low, the VCO 
frequency is controlled by the external 
signal applied to pin 15. The input at pin 
15 may be a DC voltage. which produces a 
constant tone, or any digital or analog 
signal. If the logic level at pin 20 is high. 
the VCO frequency is controlled by the 
output from the SLF oscillator. 

The output of the VCO is a squarewave 
and is supplied to the mixer and, if se- 
lected by the envelope- select logic. to the 
envelope generator and modulator. The 
VCO output is available at pin 2 and can 
drive a single TTL load. 

Noise clock 
The noise clock internally generates a 

clock signal and supplies it to the noise 
generator: the minimum frequency of that 
clock signal is IO kHz. The clock signal is 
also available externally at pin 3: it is 
capable of driving one TTL load. 

Noise generator filter 
Die noise generator produces pseudo- 

random white noise that passes through 
the variable- bandwidth low -pass noise fil- 
ter before being fed to the mixer. That 
filter has its cutoff point defined by the 
noise -filter control resistor connected to 
pin 5 and the noise -filter control capacitor 
connected to pin 6. 

Mixer 
The mixer combines one or more sig- 

nals from the SLF, VCO, and noise gener- 
ator by performing a logical AND function 
and feeds the resulting output signal to the 
envelope generator and modulator. The 
signals that are to be input to the mixer are 
chosen by setting the logic levels present 
on the MIXER-SELECT pins, pins 23. 24. 
and 25. in accordance with those shown in 
Table I. Figure 2 shows how the mixer 
combines an SLF and noise signal to pro- 
duce an SLF /noise output. If more than 

TABLE 1 -MIXER 
'Mixer select Inputs 

A 
24 

B 
PIN 25., 

C 
PIN 23 

Mix 
out ut PIN 

. L L L VCO 
I H L L SLF 

L H L noise 
H H L VCO noise 
L L H SLF noise 
H L H LEV 
L H H S . 

H H H inhibit 

H - high level 
low level or open 

-410 parue 

FIG. 2 -THE MIXER combines the SLF output, 
shown in a. and a noise signal. shown in b. to 
produce the output shown in c. 

one sound at a time is desired. ( for exam- 
ple. a car engine and siren. or a steam 
engine and whistle), multiplexing is re- 
quired. That can be done by switching the 
mixer -select lines at such a rate that the 
two sounds seem to occur simultaneously. 
A multiplexing -drive signal with a 50% 
duty cycle is required to provide equal 
amplitudes for both sounds. The frequen- 
cy of that signal should be above the range 
of human hearing (i.e.. above 20 kHz). 

One shot 
The one -shot circuit controls momen- 

tary sounds. and is triggered by a high -to- 
low logic -level transition at the sysrESl- 
ENABI.E pin. pin 9. The duration of the 
one -shot's output is determined by the 
one -shot control resistor connected to pin 
22 and the one -shot control capacitor con- 
nected to pin 21. The maximum duration 
of the signal is approximately IO seconds. 
The signal can be cut off earlier by taking 
the SYSTEM- ENABLE pin high. If that is 
done. however. the one -shot timing must 
be allowed to end before another one -shot 
timing sequence can he triinIercd: that i. 

necessary to allow an internal latch to 
reset. The output of the one -shot is fed 
through the envelope- select logic to the 
envelope generator and modulator. 
Rather than being a sound source, the 
one -shot signal merely provides an enve- 
lope for the sound that is output from the 
mixer. The one -shot circuit is operational 
only when the one -shot envelope is se- 
lected as explained in the next section. Its 
output is available at pin 1 and can drive 
one TTL load. While in the one -shot 
mode, the SLF ramp can be forced to start 
at either a high or low level by placing a 
high or low logic -level respectively on the 
SLt-SELECT pin. pin 26. 

Envelope select 
The envelope -select logic determines 

which envelope is combined with the 
mixer output in the envelope generator 
and modulator. That envelope is selected 
using the ENVEU)NI:- sta.ECr pins. pins 27 
and 28. The operation of the envelope - 
select circuit is summarized in Table 2. 
Figure 3 shows the four possible enve- 
lopes that could be generated. The noise 
and VCO inputs to the mixer are shown in 
Fig. 3 -a. If the mixer -only function is 
selected as shown in Fig. 3 -c. the mixer 
output is supplied continuously to the au- 
dio amplifier. If the VCO function is se- 
lected as shown in Fig. 3 -b. the 
squarewave output of the VCO is the en- 
velope for the mixer output. meaning that 
the mixer output is passed on to the audio 
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FIG. 3 -WITH THE MIXER AND VCO outputs as 
shown in a. the four possible envelopes that 
could be generated are shown in 

Envelope select 
1 

Pin 28 
L 
L 
H 
H 

H = high level 
L = low level or open 

TABLE 2-ENVELOPE SELECT 

2 
(Pin 27) 

L 
H 
L 
H 

Function selected Waveform 
see f.ure3 

b 
C 
d 
e 

VCO 
Mixer only 
One -shot 

VCO with alternating cycles 

TABLE 1-MIXER
Mixer select inputs

FIG. 2-THE MIXER combines the SLF output,
shown in a, and a noise signal, shown in b, to
produce the output shown in c.
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FIG. 3-WITH THE MIXER AND veo outputs as
shown in a, the four possib le envelopes that
could be generated are shown in b-e.

VCO INIULJL

necessary to allow an intern al latch to
reset. The output of the one -shot is fed
through the enve lope-se lect logic to the
e nve lo pe ge ne ra to r and modu lator.
Rather than bein g a sound source, the
one-shot signal merely provides an enve-
lope for the sound that is output from the
mixer. The one-shot circuit is operational
only when the one-shot envelope is se-
lected as explained in the next section. Its
output is available at pin I and can dr ive
one TTL load. While in the one-shot
mode, the SLF ramp can be forced to start
at either a high or low level by placing a
high or low logic- level respectively on the
SLF-SELECT pin , pin 26 .

Envelope selec t
The envelope-select logic determines

which envelope is combined with the
mixer output in the enve lope generator
and modulator. That envelope is selected
using the ENVELOPE-SELECT pins, pins 27
and 28 . The operation of the envelope-
select circuit is summarized in Table 2.
Figure 3 shows the four poss ible enve-
lopes that cou ld be generated . The noise
and yeO input s to the mixer are shown in
Fig . 3-a . If the mixer-only func tion is
selec ted as shown in Fig . 3-c , the mixer
output is supplied continuous ly to the au-
dio amplifi er. If the yeO function is se-
lected as s how n in Fig . 3-b, the
squarewave output of the yeO is the en-
velope for the mixer output, meaning that
the mixer output is passed on to the audio

NOISE INJ1ItJlJIill1fll

Function selected

VCO
Mixer only
One-shot

VCOwith alternating cycles

L
H
L
H

TABLE 2-ENVELOPE SELECT

2
(Pin 27\

Mixer
outeut
VCO
SLF
noise

VCO/noise
SLF/noise

IsLFNCO/noise
SLFIVCO
inhibit

L
L
L
L
H
H
H
H

C
PIN 23

L
L
H
H
L
L
H
H

L
L
H
H

B
PIN 25

L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H

Envelope select
1

(Pin 28)

H = high level
L = low level or open

H = high level
L = low level or open

A
(PIN 24

one sound at a time is desired , (for exam-
ple , a car engine and siren, or a steam
engine and whist le), multiplexing is re-
qu ired . That can be done by swi tching the
mixer-se lect lines at such a rate that the
two sounds seem to occur simultaneously.
A multiplexing-drive signal with a 50%
duty cycle is required to provide equal
amplitudes for both sounds . The frequen-
cy of that signal should be above the range
of human hearing (i .e ., above 20 kHz).

One shot
The one-s hot circui t controls momen-

tary sounds , and is tr iggere d by a high-t o-
low logic-level transition at the SYSTEM -
ENABLE pin, pin 9 . The duration of the
one-shot's output is determined by the
one-shot con tro l resistor conne cted to pin
22 and the one-shot control capacitor con -
nected to pin 21. The maximum duration
of the signal is approximately 10seco nds.
The signal can be cut off earlier by taking
the SY STEM-ENABLE pin high . If that is
done, however, the one -shot timin g must
be allowed to end before anothe r one-shot
timing sequence can be triggered ; that is

Voltage controlled oscillator (VeO)
The yeO produces a tone who se fre-

quency depends upon the voltage at its
input. That controlling voltage can be ei-
ther the SLF output described above , or
an externa lly genera ted signal applied to
the EXTERN AL YCO CONTROL pin , pin 15.
The higher the voltage appl ied to the
YeO, the lower the yeO frequency. The
minimum yeO frequ ency is determined
by two externa l component s: the YeO-
control res istor connected to pin 17 and
the Yea-control capacitor conn ected to
pin 16. The maximum frequency of the
yeO is ten times the minimum frequency.
The method of controlling the yeO is
se lected by the logic-l evel present on pin
20 . If that logic level is low, the yeO
frequency is controlled by the external
signal applied to pin 15 . The input at pin
15 may be a De voltage , which produces a
constant tone , or any digital or analog
sig nal. If the logic level at pin 20 is high ,
the yeO frequency is controlled by the
output from the SLF osc illator.
The outpu t of the yeO is a squarewave

and is supplied to the mixer and, if se-
lected by the envelope-select logic , to the
envelope gene rator and modulator. The
y e O output is available at pin 2 and can
drive a single TTL load.

Noise clock
The noise clock internally genera tes a

clock signal and supplies it to the noise
generator; the minimum frequency of that
clock signal is 10 kHz . The clock signal is
also available externally at pin 3; it is
capable of dr iving one TTL load.

Noise generator/filter
The noise genera tor produces pseudo-

random white noise that passes through
the variable -bandw idth low-pass noise fil-
ter before being fed to the mixer. That
filter has its cutoff point defined by the
noise- filter control resistor connected to
pin 5 and the noise -filter contro l capacitor
connected to pin 6.

Mixer
The mixer combines one or more sig-

nals from the SLF, YeO, and noise gener-
ator by performing a logical AND funct ion
and feeds the resulting outpu t signal to the
envelope generator and modu lator. The
signals that are to be input to the mixer are
chose n by setting the logic levels present
on the MIX ER-SELECT pins , pins 23, 24 ,
and 25 , in accordance with those shown in
Table I. Figure 2 shows how the mixer
combin es an SLF and noise signal to pro-
duce an SLF/noise output. If more than

produce frequencies of up to 20 kHz. The
SLF frequency is determined by two ex-
ternal components , the SLF-control resis-
to r connec ted to pin 18 and the SLF-
co ntrol capacitor connected to pin 19 . The
output of the SLF is availab le externally
from pin 4 and can drive one TTL load .
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amplifier while the VCO output is high 
but not when it is low. The VCO with - 
alternating- polarity function, shown in 
Fig. 3 -e, is similar to the VCO function 
described above except that the output 
from the mixer is enabled only during 
every other VCO pulse. When the one - 
shot function is selected, the output from 
the mixer is enabled only for the duration 
of the one -shot pulse as shown in Fig. 3 -d. 

Decay control 
The decay circuitry. which is part of the 

envelope -generator- and -modulator 
block, alters the fall time of the envelope 
selected by the envelope- select logic. The 
decay time is determined by the decay - 
timing capacitor that is connected to pin 
8, and the decay- timing resistor that is 
connected to pin 7. The decay has no 
effect on the mixer -only function, but for 
the one -shot, VCO, and VCO- with -alter- 
nating -cycle functions, the decay ramp is 
triggered by each high -to -low transition 
of the envelope; it serves to prolong the 
sound at a decreasing volume that is pro- 
portional to the selected decay -rate. Fig- 
ure 4 shows examples of how a waveform 
may be modified by decay when the mixer 
output is noise and the one -shot envelope 
is selected. Figure 5 shows a similar ex- 
ample, this time using a VCO rather than 
a one -shot envelope. 

MIXER 
OUTPUT 

ONE SHOT 
I ENVELOPE 

ATTACK -- r . 

J J 

FIG. 4 -HOW A WAVEFORM IS MODIFIED by 
decay when the mixer output is noise and a one - 
shot envelope is selected 

MIXER 
OUTPUT L 

VCO ENVELOPE 

DECAY 
ONLY 

Mad 
UUIIA W YYR 

FIG. 5-IN THIS EXAMPLE of how a waveform is 
modified by decay, the VCO envelope is se- 
lected. 

System enable 
The system- enable logic provides en- 

able /select control for the sound output of 
the system. A high logic -level at the sys- 
TEM ENABLE pin (pin 9) inhibits the sound 
output, a low logic -level (or open pin con- 
nection) enables it. That pin is also used 
to trigger the one -shot circuit for momen- 

tary sounds such as gunshots, bells, ex- 
plosions. etc. The one -shot logic is 
triggered on the negative -going edge of a 
system -enable input signal. The input ap- 
plied to pin 9 must be held low for the 
entire duration of the one -shot sound, in- 
cluding attack and decay periods, if the 
sound is to be completed. Taking pin 9's 
input high early. terminates the sound. 

Output amplifier 
The output amplifier (see Fig. 6) is con- 

tained entirely on the IC and and has a 
push -pull output capable of delivering 
125 mW into an 8 -ohm load connected to 
pin 13. External signals may be input to 
the amplifier via pin 10. 

'INTERNALLY 
GENERATED 
SOUND 

' SIGNAL 
0 

-t00pA<I < 100NA 
+ 

3V 

10K 

FIG. 6 -THIS AMPLIFIER is entirely contained 
on the IC and is capable of supplying 125 mA 
into a capacitively -coupled 8 -ohm load. 

Regulator 
The 76488 will operate from a single - 

voltage power supply connected between 
pin 12 (positive) and pin 14 (ground); an 
internal 5 volt regulator allows use of an 
unregulated supply of between 7.5 and 
10.5 volts. In addition to supplying power 
for the IC, the regulator is capable of 
providing a regulated 5- volts, at up to 5 
mA, from pin 11 for use by any external 
circuitry. That is used to supply the high - 
level logic voltage used by the design con- 
sole. 

That concludes our look at the 
SN76488; its pinout is shown in Fig. 7. 
We'll now turn to construction of the de- 
sign console itself. 

Console construction 
Construction of the design console is 

relatively simple and straightforward. The 
schematic for the circuit is shown in Fig. 
8. Little about the design is critical, and 
substituting freely from your junk -box 
can help hold down the device's cost. In 
the author's version, for instance, mica 
capacitors were used in place of ceramic 
discs in some instances simply because 
they were on hand. You can't, of course, 
substitute for the sound- generator IC. If 
your local supplier does not stock that 
device, it is available from Active Elec- 
tronics, PO Box 1035, Framingham, MA 
01701. 

A 8 .7/16 x TA6 -inch instrument case and 
cover were used to house the prototype 

M 

PARTS LIST 

All resistors 5 °e unless otherwise 
noted 

R1 -R6-1 megohm, potentiometer, linear 
taper 

R7- 100,000 ohms 
R8-50 ohms. potentiometer. audio taper 
Capacitors 
Cl. C18 -390 pF. ceramic disc 
C2 9 -680 pF. ceramic disc 
C3 -1000 pF, ceramic disc 
C4. C13 -.22 p.F, ceramic disc 
C5. C12 -.47 µF, ceramic disc 
C6, C11 -4.7 pF, 25 volts. electrolytic 
C7. C9. C10. C15-10 p.F, 25 volts, elec- 

trolytic 
C8-220 p.F, 10 volts. electrolytic 
C14-22 p.F, 10 volts. electrolytic 
C16-1 NF, 10 volts, electrolytic 
C17, C22 -0.1 p.F. ceramic disc 
C20 -.005 p.F, ceramic disc 
C21 -.01 F. ceramic disc 
Semiconductors 
ICI-SN76488N sound generator (TI) 
B1 -9 -volt battery 
St -S5-1 pole, 6 position rotary switch 
S6 -S19 -SPST miniature slide switch 
S20. S21 -SPOT miniature slide switch 
S22 -SPST momentary pushbutton 

switch. normally open 
TP1 TP18 -test point lack 
J1 J3 -phono lack 
Miscellaneous:IC socket, perforated 
construction board. case, etc. 
Adhesive backed overlays for the front 
panels are available from Design Spe- 
cialty. 15802 Springdale St. No. 80. 
Huntington Beach. CA 92649. The cost 
is 53.00 each, postpaid. California resi- 
dents add state and local taxes. 
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SN76488N 

ONE SHOT 
OUTPUT 
VCO 
OUTPUT 

NOISE CLOCK 
OUTPUT 

ENVELOPE 
SELECT 1 

ENVELOPE 
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SLF SELECT 

SLF OUTPUT MIXER B INPUT 

NOISE RESISTOR MIXER A INPUT 

NOISE CAPACITOR MIXER C INPUT 

ONE SHOT 
DECAY RESISTOR RESISTOR 

ONE SHOT 
CAPACITOR 

DECAY 
CAPACITOR 

9 ENABLE 

10 AUDIO INPUT 

11 VREG 5 VOLT OUT 

12 vcc 

13 AUDIO OUTPUT 

14 GROUND 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

VCO SELECT 120 
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16 

VCO EXTERNAL 115 
CONTROL 

SLE CAPACITOR 
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VCO RESISTOR 

VCO 
CAPACITO R 

FIG. 7- PINOUT of the SN76488N sound genera- 
tor IC from Texas Instruments. 

amplifier while the YCO output is high
but not when it is low. The YCO with-
alternating- polari ty function, shown in
Fig. 3-e , is similar to the YCO function
descri bed above except that the output
from the mixer is enabled only during
every other YCO pulse. When the one-
shot function is selected, the output from
the mixe r is enabled only for the duration
ofthe one-shot pulse as shown in Fig. 3-d.

Decay control
The decay circuitry, which is part of the

enve lope -ge nera tor- and-modu la tor
block , alters the fall time of the envelope
selected by the enve lope-select logic . The
decay time is determined by the decay-
timing capacitor that is connected to pin
8, and the decay-timing resistor that is
connected to pin 7. The decay has no
effect on the mixer-only funct ion, but for
the one-shot, YCO, and YCO-with-alter-
nating-cycle functio ns, the decay ramp is
triggered by each high-to-Iow transition
of the envelope; it serves to prolong the
sound at a decreas ing volume that is pro-
portional to the selected decay-rate. Fig-
ure 4 shows examples of how a waveform
may be modified by decay when the mixer
output is noise and the one-shot envelope
is selected. Figure 5 shows a similar ex-
ample, this time using a YCO rather than
a one-shot envelope .

MIXER nn nnnnnnnnnnnnn
OUTPUT JUU UU UUU UU UUU UUL

a
ONE·SHOT .r--I
ENVELOPE......J L-

b
OECAY

FIG. 4-HOW A WAVEFORM IS MODIFIED by
decay when the mixer output is noise and a one-
shot envelope Is selected.

MIXER nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
OUTPUT JU UUU UU UUU UU UUUL

a

VCOENVELOPESLIL
b

OECAY nnnlnn . mnnrl.
ONLY JU UUU UlfuJJ UU UIfth.

FIG.5-IN THIS EXAMPLEof how a waveform is
mod ified by decay, the VCO envelope Is se-
lected.

System enable
The system-enable logic provides en-

able/se lect con tro l for the sound output of
the system. A high logic-level at the svs-
TEM ENABLE pin (pin 9) inhibits the sound
output, a low logic-level (or open pin con-
nection) enab les it. That pin is also used
to trigger the one-shot circuit for momen-

tary sounds such as gunshots, bells, ex-
plosions , etc . The one -sho t logi c is
triggered on the negative-going edge of a
system-enab le input signal. The input ap-
plied to pin 9 must be held low for the
entire duration of the one-shot sound, in-
cluding attack and decay periods, if the
sound is to be completed . Taking pin 9's
input high early, terminates the sound .

Output amplifier
The output amplifier (see Fig. 6) is con-

tained entirely on the IC and and has a
push-pull output capable of delivering
125 mW into an 8-ohm load connected to
pin 13. External signals may be input to
the amplifier via pin 10.

FIG. 6-THIS AMPLIFIER Is entirely conta ined
on the IC and is capable of supplying 125mA
into a capacit lvely-coupled B-ohm load.

Regulator
The 76488 will operate from a single-

voltage power supply connected between
pin 12 (positive) and pin 14 (ground); an
internal 5 volt regulato r allows use of an
unregulated supply of between 7.5 and
10.5 volts . In addition to supplying power
for the IC, the regulator is capable of
providing a regulated 5-volts, at up to 5
rnA, from pin 11 for use by any external
circu itry. That is used to supply the high-
level logic voltage used by the design con-
sole.
Th at co nc ludes our look at the

SN76488; its pinout is shown in Fig. 7 .
We' ll now turn to cons truction of the de-
sign console itself.

Console construction
Construction of the design conso le is

relatively simple and straightforward. The
schematic for the circuit is shown in Fig.
8. Little about the design is critical, and
subst ituting freely from your junk-box
can help hold down the device 's cost. In
the author's version, for instance, mica
capacitors were used in place of ceramic
discs in some instances simply because
they were on hand . You can ' t, of course ,
substitute for the sound-generator IC. If
your local supplier does not stock that
device, it is available from Active Elec-
tronics, PO Box 1035, Framingham, MA
01701.
A 87i\6 x 77i\6-inch instrument case and

cover were used to house the prototype

PARTS LIST

All resist o rs 5% unless otherwise
noted

R1-R6-1 megohm, potentiometer, linear
taper

R7-100,000 ohms
R8---50 ohms, potentiometer, audio taper
Capac itors
C1 , C18---390 pF, ceramic disc
C2 9-680 pF, ceramic disc
C3-1000 pF, ceramic disc
C4, C13-.22 f.l.F, ceramic disc
C5, C12-.47 f.l.F, ceramic disc
C6, C11-4.7 f.l.F, 25 volts, electrolytic
C7, C9, C10, C15--10 f.l.F, 25 volts, elec-
trolytic

C8---220 f.l.F, 10 volts, electrolytic
C14--22 f.l.F, 10 volts, electrolytic
C16-1 f.l.F, 10 volts, electrolytic
C17, C22-Q.1 f.l.F. ceramic disc
C2G-.005 f.l.F, ceramic disc
C21-.01 f.l.F, ceramic disc
Semiconductors
IC1-SN76488N sound generator (TI)
81-9-Yolt battery
S1-S5--1 pole, 6 position rotary switch
S6-S19-SPST miniature slide switch
S20, S21-SPDT miniature slide switch
S22-SPST momentary pushbutton
switch, normally open

TP1-TP18---test point jack
J1-J3-phonojack
Miscellaneous :IC socket , perforated
construction board, case, etc.
Adhesive backed over lays for the front
panels are available from Design Spe-
cialty, 15802 Springdale St, No. 80,
Huntington Beach , CA 92649. The cost
is $3.00 each , postpaid. Califo rnia resi·
dents add state and local taxes.

FIG.7-PINOUT of the SN76488Nsound genera-
tor IC from Texas Inst ruments.
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console. In lieu of a phenolic case cover. a 
1 -inch piece of plywood may be used. 
We've used both and prefer the plywood 
because it is easier to work with. 

Assembly is begun by mounting the 
capacitors on rotary switches Sl -S5 so 
that when looking at each switch from 
front to back and rotating it clockwise. the 
component values are selected in the 
order shown in Fig. 8. The layout of the 
front panel can be seen in the photo on the 
first page of this article. After the switches 
are wired, cut holes in the console cover to 
match that layout. Although not required, 
the easiest way to do that is to mount a 
full -sized version of the front panel layout 
and use it as the cutting template. For 
those who wish to go that route. full -sized 
copies of the overlay, with adhesive back- 
ing so that it can be applied directly to the 
front panel. are available from the source 
given in the Parts List. 

After the cover preparation is corn- 
plete. mount the slide switches to the 
cover, using either screws or an adhesive. 
If using screws, use the flat -head type and 
countersink them flush with the cover sur- 
face. If an adhesive is used. a cyanoacr- 
late adhesive (super glue) works well on 
the phenolic material, while a silicone - 
rubber compound works well with 
plywood. When using a cyanoacrylate ad- 
hesive, use extreme caution to avoid get- 
ting any of it on your fingers or on the 
movable -slide part of the switch. If a sil- 
icone rubber compound is used, be sure to 
allow ample time for the compound to 
cure before attempting any further work 
with the switches. 

After securing the slide switches to the 
cover, the remaining switches and jacks 
should be mounted. If desired. attach a 
21 inch speaker to the inside of the case 
after drilling a sufficient numler of 
"grill" holes to insure adequate volume; 
provisions have also been made for an 
external speaker. 

Begin wiring the console by con- 
necting together all of the + 5 -volt points; 
do the same for all of the grounds. Next. 
connect the wiper terminal of each varia- 
ble resistor. RI -R6, to its associated jack, 
and that jack to its associated switch. Fi- 
nally, make the connections between S8, 
S22. and 121; make the component con- 
nections to 121. 122. S21. and S20, and 
connect the positive lead of a 9 -volt bat- 
tery snap to S9. 

Complete the console wiring by 
mounting a 28 -pin DIP socket on a piece 
of perforated construction board and. 
using two pieces of I4- conductor ribbon - 
cable, connect the pins of the 76488 to the 
appropriate components as the schematic 
shows. 

Using the console 
After becoming familiar with the func- 

tions of the console controls, using them 
to create your own custom sounds will be 
easy, fun, and exciting. To help with the 
familiarization process, console set -up 
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FIG. 8- SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM of the SN76488N design console. As nothing in the circuit is especially 
critical, reasonable substitutions from your junkbox can be made to reduce the construction cost. 

procedures for a few sounds are provided 
below. Before setting up the console for 
each new sound. set all controls and 
switches so that no component or control 
signals are connected to the 76488. 

GunshoVexplosion 
1 Close S10 and S13 (pins 28 and 

25). 
2. Set R3 (pin 22) to 330K by using a 

voltmeter to measure the resis- 
tance between TP7 and TP14 (pins 
14 and 22) After the resistance val- 
ue is set, close S16 (pin 22). 

3. Set S3 (pin 21) Io 47 NF 
4. Set S1 (pin 6) to 680 pf. 
5. Following the same procedure as 

outlined in step 2, set R2 (pin 7) to 
120K. 

6 For the gunshot. set R1 (pin 5) to 
33K and S2 (pin 8) to .47 11F. 

7 Turn the console power on at pin 12. 

close S8. and momentarily depress 
S22 (pin 9). Upon release of the 
switch. the gunshot sound will oc- 
cur. 

8 For the explosion. set R1 to 220K 
and S2 to 10µF. Again momentarily 
depress S22. 

Siren/phasor 
1. Set S17 (pin 20) to . 

2 Set S4 (pin 19) to 10 F. 
3 Set R5 (pin 17) to 1.8K. 
4. Set 55 (pin 16) to .1 p.F. 
5. Turn on console power 
6. Vary R4 (pin 18) to obtain the siren 

and phasor sounds 

Those are just a few of the sounds that 
the console is capable of generating. 
There are, of course. quite a few more. To 
find them. all you need is a little practice 
and patience. Happy experimenting! R -E 
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Those are ju st a few of the sounds that
the co nso le is capabl e of generating .
There are, of course , quite a few more. To
find them, all you need is a little practice
and patience . Happy experimen ting! R-E

close S8, and momentarily depress
S22 (pin 9). Upon release 01 the
switch, the gunshot sound will oc-
cur.

8. For the explosion , set R1 to 220K
and S2 to 10 fiF. Again momentarily
depress S22.

Siren/phasor
1. Set S17 (pin 20) to + .
2. Set S4 (pin 19) to 10 fiF.
3. Set R5 (pin 17) to 1.8K.
4. Set S5 (pin 16) to .1 fiF.
5. Turn on console power.
6. Vary R4 (pin 18) to obtain the siren

and phasor sounds.
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FIG.8- SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMof the SN76488Ndesign console. As nothing in the circuit is especially
critical , reasonable substitutions f rom your junkbox can be made to reduce the construction cost.

procedures for a few sounds are provided
below. Before setting up the console for
eac h new sound, se t all contro ls and
switches so that no component or control
signals are connected to the 76488.

Gunshot/explosion
1. Close S10 and S13 (pins 28 and

25).
2. Set R3 (pin 22) to 330K by using a

voltmeter to measure the resi s-
tance between TP7 and TP14 (pins
14 and 22). After the resistance val-
ue is set, close S16 (pin 22).

3. Set S3 (pin 21) to .47 fiF.
4. Set S1 (pin 6) to 680 pl.
5. Following the same procedure as

outlin ed in step 2, set R2 (pin 7) to
120K .

6. For the gunshot , set R1 (pin 5) to
33K and S2 (pin 8) to .47 fiF.

7. Turn the conso le power on at pin 12,

Using the console
After becoming familiar with the func-

tions of the console controls, using them
to create your own custom sounds will be
easy, fun, and exciting . To help with the
familiarization process, console set-up

console . In lieu of a phenolic case cover, a
Ys-inch piece of plywood may be used .
We've used both and prefer the plywood
because it is easie r to work with.
Assembly is begun by mounting the

ca pacitors on rotary switches Sl-SS so
that when looking at each switch from
front to back and rotating it clockwise, the
co mponent values are se lec ted in the
order shown in Fig. 8 . The layout of the
front panel can be seen in the photo on the
first page of this article . After the switches
are wired, cut holes in the console cover to
match that layout. Although not required,
the easiest way to do that is to mount a
full- sized version of the front panel layout
and use it as the cutting template. For
those who wish to go that route, full-s ized
copies of the overlay, with adhesive back-
ing so that it can be applied directly to the
front panel , are available from the source
given in the Parts List.
After the cover preparation is com-

plete , mount the slide switches to the
cover, using either screws or an adhesive .
If using screws, use the flat-head type and
counte rsink them flush with the cover sur-
face. If an adhesive is used , a cyanoacry-
late adhesive (super glue) works well on
the phenolic' material , while a silicone-
rubber co mp ou nd works we ll wi th
plywood. When using a cyanoacrylate ad-
hesive , use extreme caution to avoid get-
ting any of it on your fingers or on the
movable-slide part of the switch. If a sil-
icone rubber compound is used , be sure to
allow ample time for the compound to
cure before attempting any further work
with the switches.
After securing the slide switches to. the

cover, the remaining switches and jacks
should be mounted . If desired , attach a
2Y2 inch speaker to the inside of the case
afte r drilling a sufficie nt number of
"grill" holes to insure adequate volume;
provisions have also been made for an
externa l speaker.
Begin wiring the conso le by con-

necting toge ther all of the +S-volt points;
do the same for all of the grounds. Next ,
connect the wiper terminal of each varia-
ble resistor, RI- R6 , to its associa ted jack,
and that jack to its associated switch. Fi-
nally, make the connect ions between S8,
S22, and 121; make the component con-
nections to 121, 122 , S21, and S20 , and
connect the positive lead of a 9-volt bat-
tery snap to S9.
Compl ete th e co nso le w ir ing by

mounting a 28-pin DIP socket on a piece
of per for ated const ruc tio n board and,
using two pieces of 14-conductor ribbon-
cable, connect the pins of the 76488 to the
appropriate compone nts as the schemat ic
shows .
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FIG 1.-CHARACTERISTIC CURVE of a typical 
bipolar transistor. 

This month we'll learn how to design switching circuits using transistors, as well as other 
devices. 

WE'VE ALREADY LEARNED ABOUT HOW 
transistors and other solid -state devices 
are used in circuits such as amplifiers. 
oscillators, etc. There are. of course, 
many other applications for those de- 
vices. One of the most common. and use- 
ful, of those applications is in electronic 
switching circuits. Unlike analog circuits 
where the output signal is some function 
of the input. in switching circuits the out- 
put is in one of only two states -on or off. 
This month, we are going to begin our 
look at electronic switching circuits, be- 
ginning with the most basic of them, the 
transistor switch. 

Transistor switches 
To use a transistor as a switch it must be 

biased so that the device is in either one of 
two states. In one of those states, the tran- 
sistor is "off" and no collector current 
flows. In the other. the transistor is "on" 
and the collector current is limited only by 
the resistances in the emitter and collector 
circuits. 

There are three common ways to bias a 
transistor so that it operates as we just 

described. Those methods of biasing are 
refered to as modes of operation. In what 
is referred to as the saturated mode of 
operation. the transistor is turned on by 
biasing it so that it is in, as you might have 
guessed. saturation. When that happens. 
the voltage across the transistor, called the 
saturation voltage. is at a minimum and 
depends on the collector current and load 
resistance. The device is turned off by 
biasing it so that it is in cutoff. 

When a transistor is turned on in the 
second mode of operation. the current 
mode. it is biased so that the transistor 
operates near, but not quite in saturation. 
The collector- emitter voltage is somewhat 
above the saturation voltage of the device. 
Once again. the transistor is turned off by 
biasing it so that it is in cutoff. 

Switching speed is faster in the current 
mode of operation than it is in the satu- 
rated mode. It is still faster. however. 
when the transistor is used in the ava- 
lanche mode. In that mode, the on and off 
states of a transistor are maintained in the 
breakdown portion of its curve. The 
switching speed of a transistor in the ava- 

lanche mode is exceeded only when tun- 
nel, snap -off, hot -carrier, or pin diodes 
are used as the switching devices. 

Switching modes 
A transistor's characteristic curves can 

be approximated as shown in Fig. 1. Each 
curve (which here is shown as a relatively 
horizontal line) represents the relation- 
ship between the collector current, lc, 
and the collector -emitter voltage. VcE. 
You'll note that several of those curves are 
plotted in the figure. That's because the 
relationship between lc and VcE depends 
on the base current, IB; each curve shows 
the relationship for a specific value of IB. 

The more-or -less vertical solid line near 
the vertical axis represents the saturation 
resistance of the transistor. That resis- 
tance is equal to Vs /15. At the maximum 
permissible transistor collector current, 
Is, the minimum voltage that can be 
across the transistor is Vs, the saturation 
voltage. That voltage is reduced at lower 
collector currents. 

A load line is also shown in the figure. 
It extends from V. on the VcE axis to 

HowtoDe ign
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Circuits
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FIG 1.-CHARACTERISTIC CURVE of a typica l
bipolar transistor.

This month we'll learn how to design switching circuits using transistors, as well as other
devices.

WE'VE ALR EADY LEARNED ABOUT HOW
transistors and other solid-state devices
are used in circuit s such as amplifiers ,
oscillators , etc . There are, of course,
many other applica tions for those de-
vices . One of the most comm on , and use-
ful, of those applications is in electronic
switching circuits . Unlike analog circuits
where the output signal is some function
of the input, in switching circu its the out-
put is in one of only two states--on or off.
This month , we are going to begin our
look at electronic switching circuits, be-
ginning with the most basic of them, the
transistor switch .

Transistor switches
To use a transistor as a switch it must be

biased so that the device is in either one of
two states. In one of those states, the tran-
sistor is " off" and no collector current
flows. In the other, the transistor is " on"
and the collector current is limited only by
the resistances in the emitter and collector
circuits .

There are three common ways to bias a
transistor so that it operates as we just

described . Those methods of biasing are
refered to as modes of operation . In what
is referred to as the saturated mode of
operation, the transistor is turned on by
biasing it so that it is in, as you might have
guessed, saturation. When that happens,
the voltage across the transistor, called the
saturation voltage , is at a minimum and
depends on the collector current and load
resistance . The device is turned off by
biasing it so that it is in cutoff.

When a transistor is turned on in the
second mode of operation, the current
mode, it is biased so that the transistor
operates near, but not quite in saturation.
The collector-emitter voltage is somewhat
above the saturation voltage of the device .
Once again, the transistor is turned off by
biasing it so that it is in cutoff.

Switching speed is faster in the current
mode of opera tion than it is in the satu-
rated mode . It is still faster, however,
when the transistor is used in the ava-
lanche mode. In that mode, the on and off
states of a transistor are maintained in the
breakdown porti on of its curve . The
switching speed of a transistor in the ava-

lanche mode is exceeded only when tun-
nel, snap-off, hot-carrier, or pin diodes
are used as the switching devices .

Switch ing modes
A transistor 's characteristic curves can

be approximated as shown in Fig. I. Each
curve (which here is shown as a relatively
horizontal line) represents the relation-
ship between the collector current, Ic ,
and the collector-emitter voltage, VCE o
You'll note that several of those curves are
plotted in the figure. That's because the
relationship between Ic and VCE depends
on the base current , IB ; each curve shows
the relationship for a specific value of lB'

The more-or-less vertical solid line near
the vertical axis represents the saturation
resis tance of the transistor. That resis-
tance is equal to Vs/Is' At the maximum
permissible transistor collector current ,
Is , the minimum voltage that can be
across the transistor is Vs- the saturation
voltage. That voltage is reduced at lower
collector current s.

A load line is also shown in the figure.
It extends from Vcc on the VCE axis to
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'MAX on the lc axis. You'll note that even 
when the transistor is fully turned on by 
the application of a large current to the 
base, the collector current cannot reach 
'MAX if the device's load line is as drawn 
in Fig. I. The maximum current that flows 
is determined from the point where the 
load line crosses the saturation resistance 
curve. Collector current at the intersec- 
tion of the two lines is at its maximum. It 
cannot be made any larger no matter how 
much the base current is increased. 

Saturation and current modes of opera- 
tion function only if a steady input voltage 
is applied to the base circuit of the transis- 
tor to keep it in either the on or off state. 
Examine the circuit shown in Fig. 2. The 
transistor is kept in the off state by the 
presence of - VBB at the base. That sup- 
ply applies a negative voltage to the base 
with respect to the emitter. That negative 
voltage keeps the transistor turned off. 
When a sufficiently positive voltage is 
applied between the base and emitter at 
input VIN, the transistor is on and collec- 
tor current flows. Thus the applied volt- 
ages determine the state of the transistor 
and whether or not there is any collector 
current flowing through Rt.. 

Saturation mode 
Switching is not instantaneous. es- 

pecially in the saturation mode of opera- 
tion. It takes time for the transistor to go 
from an off state to an on state as well as 
from an on state to an off state. Let's start 
our examination of the saturation mode 
by assuming the transistor is turned off. 
We'll be referring to Fig. 2 once again as 
we proceed through the following discus- 
sion. 

When a positive pulse of voltage is ap- 
plied to VIN, it is also applied to the base 
of the transistor. That positive pulse 
causes base current to flow instantly. but 
there is a lapse of time before the base - 
emitter voltage reaches even a 0 -volt level. 
Collector current, on the other hand, does 
not start to flow until the base -emitter volt- 
age is just above zero. The time between 
the application of the positive voltage to 
the hase and the instant that the collector 
current reaches 905E of its maximum, is 
referred to as the turn-on time. The phrase 

positive pulse is applied to V,N. The flow is 
stopped when that pulse is removed. 

"delay time" is also used to describe that 
turn-on period. 

After the positive input voltage has 
been removed. the negative ( - VBB) sup- 
ply takes over to restore the transistor to 
an off state. But that does not occur in- 
stantly. First, the base current becomes 
negative for a while, but eventually the 
base -emitter junction ceases to conduct 
current in either direction. As for the 
base -emitter voltage and collector cur- 
rent. they remain positive fora short inter- 
val after the positive switching voltage has 
been removed. The time it takes for the 
collector current to drop to 90% of its 
maximum after the positive voltage has 
been removed is called storage time. It is 
caused by the capacitances formed in the 
transistor when it is in saturation. Those 
capacitances are charged when the tran- 
sistor conducts and discharged relatively 
slowly after the transistor has been turned 
off. 

Capacitor CB is not an essential com- 
ponent in the circuit. It is included only to 
increase the switching speed. To deter- 
mine what its capacitance must be you 
must first determine the saturation cur- 
rent, IC(SATI of the transistor; it is equal 
to VccRL. Next, calculate what Rx 
should be by setting it equal to VBB /ICBo 
where ICeo is the collector -to -base leak- 
age current when the transistor is operat- 
ing at its maximum temperature. 
Continue the design by plotting the load 
line for the collector circuit as shown in 
Fig. I. From that plot, estimate the ap- 
proximate base current, IBS, at the point 
where the load line crosses the transistor's 
saturation resistance curve. In Fig. I, it is 
about midway between IB4 and 1B5. If the 
maximum voltage applied to the input of 
the circuit is VIN(maxr 

RB = VIN(maxtBs - Iceo 
Ic 

LOAD 
LINE 

2 

FIG. 3 -IN THE AVALANCHE switching-mode 
transistors operate In the breakdown region of 
their characteristic curves. 

Capacitor CB is used to increase the posi- 
tive drive on the transistor at the instant 
that VIN is applied. Its capacitance can be 
calculated mathematically, but it is best 
that the circuit be built and different ca- 
pacitors placed across RB until it is deter- 
mined which capacitor will provide you 
with reasonable performance in a particu- 
lar switching application. 

Another factor that you may run into 
when designing a switching circuit is 
latch -up. In that situation, the reverse 
voltage applied to the base circuit is insuf- 
ficient to bring conduction down to its 
lowest level. Instead, collector current 
drops only to some level above the desired 
minimum. That low current is determined 
by the point where the load line crosses 
the breakdown section of the collector 
curve. (The breakdown portion of the 
curve is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is the 
vertical sections of curves I, 2 and 3.) 
Should latch -up occur, increase the nega- 
tive or reverse -bias voltage that is applied 
to the base circuit. 

Current mode 
To improve the switching speed of a 

transistor it should be kept out of satura- 
tion when turned on. When that is done, 
the transistor is said to be operating in the 
current mode. In that mode of operation. 
the off states arc identical to those in the 
saturated mode. while the on states differ 
in that in the current mode the transistor is 
kept just slightly out of saturation. (The 
excess charge in the base is kept to a 
minimum.) 

In the current mode of operation, the 
transistor can be kept off by a resistor - 
battery combination connected between 
the base and ground. That is shown in the 
current -mode switching circuit shown in 
Fig. 4. Note that there is also a resistor - 
battery-diode combination in the emitter 
circuit of the transistor; let's take a closer 
look at it. 

Diode DI is kept turned on at all times 
because of the polarity of the VEE supply. 
If a silicon junction diode is used. about 
0.7 volt is across the device. If there is no 
voltage between ground and the base. 

la. 4 -A 15AI Mill' AMU 
netted between the base and ground in a cur- 
rent -mode switching circuit. 

01

01

FIG. 4-A BATTERY AND RESISTOR are con-
nected between the base and ground in a cur-
rent-mode switching circuit.

Vee

Capacitor CBis used to increase the posi-
tive drive on the transistor at the instant
that VIN is applied. Its capacitance can be
calculated mathematically, but it is best
that the circuit be built and different ca-
pacitors placed across RBuntil it is deter-
mined which capacitor will provide you
with reasonable performance in a particu-
lar switching application.
Anothe r factor that you may run into

when designing a switching circuit is
latch-up. In that situation, the reverse
voltage applied to the base circuit is insuf-
ficient to bring conduction down to its
lowest level. Instead, collector current
drops only to some level above the desired
minimum. That low current is determined
by the point where the load line crosses
the breakdown section of the collector
curve . (The breakdown portion of the
curve is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is the
vertical sections of curves I, 2 and 3.)
Should latch-up occur, increase the nega-
tive or reverse-bias voltage that is applied
to the base circuit.

Current mode
To improve the switching speed of a

transistor it should be kept out of satura-
tion when turned on . When that is done,
the transistor is said to be operating in the
current mode. In that mode of operation ,
the off states are identical to those in the
saturated mode , while the on states differ
in that in the current mode the transistor is
kept just slightly out of saturation. (The
excess charge in the base is kept to a
minimum.)
In the current mode of operation , the

transistor can be kept off by a resistor-
battery combination connected between
the base and ground. That is shown in the
current-mode switching circuit shown in
Fig. 4. Note that there is also a resistor-
battery-diode combination in the emitter
circuit of the transistor; let's take a closer
look at it.
Diode Dl is kept turned on at all times

because of the polarity of the V EE supply.
If a silicon junction diode is used, about
0.7 volt is across the device . If there is no
voltage between ground and the base ,

LOAD
LINE

Vee
FIG. 3-IN THE AVALANCHE SWitching-mode
transistors operate in the breakdown region of
their characteristic curves .

"delay time " is also used to describe that
turn-on period .
After the positive input voltage has

been removed, the negative ( - VBB) sup-
ply takes over to restore the transistor to
an off state. But that does not occur in-
stantly. First, the base current becomes
negative for a while , but eventually the
base-emitter junction ceases to conduct
current in either direction. As for the
base-emitter voltage and collector cur-
rent, they remain positive for a short inter-
val after the positive switching voltage has
been removed. The time it takes for the
collector current to drop to 90% of its
maximum after the positive voltage has
been removed is called storage time. It is
caused by the capacitances formed in the
transistor when it is in saturation. Those
capacitances are charged when the tran-
sistor conducts and discharged relatively
slowly after the transistor has been turned
off.
Capacitor CB is not an essential com-

ponent in the circuit. It is included only to
increase the switching speed. To deter-
mine what its capacitance must be you
must first determine the saturation cur-
rent, IC(sAT)' of the transistor; it is equal
to VCC/RL' Next , calculate what Rx
should be by setting it equal to VBB/ICBO
where IcBO is the collector-to-base leak-
age current when the transistor is operat-
ing at its maximum temperature .
Continue the design by plotting the load
line for the collector circuit as shown in
Fig. 1. From that plot, estimate the ap-
proximate base current , IBs , at the point
where the load line crosses the transistor's
saturation resistance curve. In Fig. I, it is
about midway between IB4 and IB5. If the
maximum voltage applied to the input of
the circuit is VIN(max)'

Rs = VIN(max/lss - lcso

-I
VBB :

I

FIG. 2-CURRENT FLOWS through RL when a
positive pulse is applied to VIN. The flow is
stopped when that pulse Is removed.

+

Vee

IMAX on the Ic axis. You'll note that even
when the transistor is fully turned on by
the application of a large curren t to the
base , the collector current cannot reach
1MAX if the device's load line is as drawn
in Fig. I. The maximum current that flows
is determined from the point where the
load line crosses the saturation resistance
curve. Collector current at the intersec-
tion of the two lines is at its maximum . It
cannot be made any larger no matter how
much the base current is increased .
Saturation and current modes of opera-

tion function only if a steady input voltage
is applied to the base circuit of the transis-
tor to keep it in either the on or off state.
Examine the circuit shown in Fig. 2. The
tran sistor is kept in the off state by the
presence of - VBB at the base . That sup-
ply applies a negative voltage to the base
with respect to the emitter. That negative
voltage keeps the transistor turned off.
When a sufficiently positive voltage is
applied between the base and emitter at
input VIN , the trans istor is on and collec-
tor current flows. Thus the applied volt-
ages determine the state of the transi stor
and whether or not there is any collector
current flowing through RL.

Saturation mode
Switching is not instantaneous , es-

pecially in the saturation mode of opera-
tion . It takes time for the transistor to go
from an off state to an on state as well as
from an on state to an off state. Let's start
our examination of the saturation mode
by assuming the transi stor is turned off.
We'll be referring to Fig. 2 once again as
we proceed through the following discus-
sion.
When a positive pulse of voltage is ap-

plied to VIN , it is also applied to the base
of the transistor. That positive pulse
causes base current to flow instantly, but
there is a lapse of time before the base-
emitter voltage reaches even aO-voltlevel.
Collector current , on the other hand, does
not start to flow until the base-emitter volt-
age is just above zero. The time between
the applicat ion of the positive voltage to
the base and the instant that the collector
current reaches 90% of its maximum, is
referred to as the turn-on time. The phrase

(j)ozoa:
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only that diode voltage would be between 
the base and emitter of the transistor. 
keeping it turned on. But the transistor 
does get turned off due to the presence of 
the - Vtru supply. To keep the transistor 
turned off. Vßß must be large enough to 
counter the voltage across the diode. 

The real significance of the emitter cir- 
cuit is seen when the transistor is turned 
on by a positive pulse at VIN. If there's 
only a resistor in the emitter circuit. or a 
short as in Fig. 2. the collector current 
will be equal to the beta of the transistor 
multiplied by the base current IIN. If IIN is 
sufficiently large. the collector current 
can be driven into saturation. But the 
presence of DI. RE and VGt. in the emitter 
circuit prevents that from happening so 
that the maximum transistor current level 
is less than its saturation current. That 
maximum is set by the components in the 
emitter circuit. 

Because of the orientation of the diode 
in the circuit. no current from the emitter 
can flow through it. But it does limit the 
current through RE because of the 0.7 volt 
developed across the diode. The current 
flowing through RI. is the maximum cur- 
rent that can flow through the emitter or 
collector circuit of the transistor. With 
that as the current limit when the transis- 
tor is turned on, the transistor will stay out 
of saturation if Va./RI_ is greater than is 
the current in RE. For practical purposes. 
the current through RL should be limited 
to a maximum of VEE /RE. 

Avalanche mode 
In current- and saturation -mode 

switching. a voltage with a specific polar- 
ity must be maintained at the base of the 
transistor to keep it either in an on or an 
off state. The relative polarity of the ap- 
plied voltage depends on whether you 
want to keep the transistor turned on or 
off. In the avalanche switching -mode. 
however, an instantaneous pulse is all that 
is required to keep the transistor in either 
an on or off state. An additional advan- 
tage for that arrangement is that the circuit 
switches at almost the instant that the 
switching pulse is applied. 

The circuit used in that mode of opera- 
tion is basically the same as is used for the 
saturation mode (see Fig. 2). Now. 
however. CH is not needed to improve the 
switching speed. for it is quite rapid even 
without the capacitor in the base circuit. 
In addition. the VC.(. voltage in the ava- 
lanche mode of operation is quite high. so 
that operation of the transistor is in the 
voltage breakdown region of the collector 
characteristic. The characteristic curves 
in that breakdown region. along with the 
load line for RI , are shown in Fig. 3. 

Curve I shows the collector characteris- 
tics when the base current is 0 mA: curve 
2 is the collector voltage- current relation- 
ship when the base current is somewhat 
negative. Curve 3 is for the case where the 
base current is very negative but within 
the region where the transistor will not he 

destroyed. (Reverse base current ob- 
viously depends to a large degree upon 
the reverse base voltage applied for test 
purpose to the hase circuit.) Besides the 
load line, the other curves shown illus- 
trate the usual transistor characteristics 
when the base current is positive. The 
latter group of characteristics is the one 
usually shown on data sheets. 

When the transistor is idling. assume 
that the negative base voltage. - Vim, is 
of such magnitude that the transistor idles 
at point a on curve 2. A positive voltage at 
VIN will push the idling point to a second 
curve. That second curve is determined by 
the magnitude of the positive voltage ap- 
plied to the base. If we assume that that 
curve is for IB = 0, then the new idling 
point is at B on curve I. It remains on that 
curve as long as a base voltage is applied. 
At the instant the positive voltage is re- 
moved. the on -point drops to point C on 
curve 2 because only - VBB remains to 
bias the base- emitter junction. The tran- 
sistor keeps idling at that point despite the 
absence of any voltage or additional 
pulse. It is stable because the slope of the 
load line. I /RI , is less than the slope of 
the transistor curve. Ordinarily, a point on 
that portion of the curve would not be 
stable because of the transistor's negative 
resistance. But in this case, operation 
does not shift from point C because of the 
relative slopes of the load line and transis- 
tor curve. 

A negative pulse must be applied to the 
circuit in order to turn the transistor off or 
to lower the collector -current level. If the 
negative pulse is of sufficient magnitude. 
the collector current will drop to point D 
on curve 3. When idling there. the transis- 
tor remains turned on. But at the instant 
the negative pulse is removed, operation 
reverts to a point on curve 2. That point is 
point E. Because the slope of the transis- 
tor curve around point E is less than the 
slope of the load line. the transistor can- 
not remain in an idling condition at that 
point. If the transistor is idling in the off 
state. it reverts rapidly to point A. the 
starting point. Here. current is at a mini- 
mum and the transistor is effectively turn- 
ed off. 

Switching FET's 
Even though their switching speed is 

slower than that of bipolar devices. FET's 
have the advantage of superior on -to -off 
current ratios. The slower switching 
speed is due to the FET's large internal 
capacitances. 

The characteristic curves of an n -chan- 
nel FET, and the load line for the drain 
circuit. are shown in Ag. 5. Although the 
curves shown are not of any particular 
device. they can be used to describe the 
switching action of the FET in general. A 
schematic of an FET switching circuit is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

With no positive voltage applied at 
VIN, a negative voltage exists between the 
source and gate due to the - VG,c; supply. 

loss 
VGG 

VGS W.5 

vGS - 

VGS 0.5 

vGS- t 

VG5-3 

VG5- 5 

VG5 -7 
vrs - 8 vas 

VL)O 

FIG. 5 -THE CHARACTERISTIC CURVES of a 
typical FET. as well as a load line for the device. 
is shown here. 

If that voltage is more negative than -8 
volts (that is the pinch -off voltage for the 
device we are examining) very little cur- 
rent flows through the drain circuit. This 
can be found from the curves: note that ID 
is very low when V(;s = - 8. Thus, drain 
current is negligible because the transistor 
is operating in the pinch -off region. 

A positive voltage at VIN, or 0 -volt at 
the gate. puts the operation of the transis- 
tor at the upper end of the ID range where 
conduction is at a maximum. No matter 
what the collector load is, current flows 
through it. 

FET switches can be considered in an- 
other way. When the transistor current is 
at a minimum. operation is in the pinch - 
off region (the right hand section of the 
curves). Because the curves there are al- 
most parallel to the x -axis. the drain resis- 
tance is extremely high. That high 
resistance limits the drain current to min- 
ute levels. 

Once it has been turned on, the FET 
operates in the ohmic region (the left - 
hand portion of the curves). In the ohmic 
region the characteristic is almost vertical 
and the drain resistance is extremely low, 
permitting relatively large amounts of 

FIG. 6-AN FET SWITCHING CIRCUIT. In such a 
circuit, the ratio of the on and off resistances Is 
very high. 

only that diode voltage would be between
the base and emitter of the transistor,
keeping it turned on . But the transistor
does get turned off due to the presence of
the - VBB supply. To keep the transistor
turned off, VBB must be large enough to
counter the voltage across the diode .
The real sign ificance of the emitter cir-

cuit is seen when the transistor is turned
on by a posi tive pulse at VIN . If there's
only a resistor in the emitter circuit, or a
short as in Fig. 2, the collector current
will be equal to the beta of the transistor
multiplied by the base current lIN ' Ifl IN is
sufficient ly large , the collector current
can be dr iven into saturation. But the
prese nce of DI, RE and VEEin the emitter
circuit prevents that from happening so
that the maximum transistor current level
is less than its saturation current. Tha t
maximum is set by the components in the
emitter circuit.
Because of the orientation of the diode

in the ci rcuit, no current from the emitter
can flow through it. But it does limit the
current through REbecause of the 0 .7 volt
developed across the diode. The current
flowing through RE is the maximum cur-
rent that can flow through the emitter or
collec tor circuit of the transistor. With
that as the current limit when the trans is-
tor is turned on , the transistor will stay out
of satura tion if Vcc/RL is greater than is
the curren t in RE. For practical purposes,
the current through RL should be limited
to a maximum of VEE/RE'

Avalanche mode
In curre nt- and sa turation -mode

switchi ng, a voltage wit h a specific po lar-
ity must be maintained at the base of the
transistor to keep it either in an on or an
off state. The relative polarity of the ap-
plied voltage depends on whether you
want to keep the transistor turned on or
off. In the avalanc he switching-mode,
however, an instantaneous pulse is all that
is required to keep the transistor in either
an on or off sta te . An additional advan -
tage for that arra ngement is that the circuit
switches at almost the instant that the
swi tching pulse is applied.
The circuit used in that mode of opera-

tion is basically the same as is used for the
sa tura tio n mo de (see Fig. 2). Now,
however, CB is not needed to improve the
switching speed, for it is quite rapid even
without the capacitor in the base circuit.
In addi tion, the Vee voltage in the ava-
lanche mode of ope ration is quite high , so
that operation of the transistor is in the
voltage breakdown regio n of the collector
characteristic . The characteristic curves
in that breakdown regio n, along with the
load line for RL , are shown in Fig . 3.
Curve I shows the collec tor characteris-

tics when the base current is 0 mA; curve
2 is the collector voltage -curren t relation-
ship whe n the base current is somewhat
negative. Curve 3 is for the case where the
base current is very negative but within
the region where the transistor will not be

destroyed. (Reverse base current ob-
viously depends to a large degree upon
the reverse base voltage app lied for test
purpose to the base circuit.) Besi des the
load line, the other curves shown illus-
trate the usual transistor characteristics
when the base current is positive. The
latter group of characteristics is the one
usually shown on data sheets .
When the transistor is idling, assume

that the negative base voltage , - VBB' is
of such magnitude that the transistor idles
at point a on curve 2. A posi tive voltage at
VIN will push the idling point to a seco nd
curve . That second curve is determined by
the magnitude of the positive voltage ap-
plied to the base . If we assume that that
curve is for IB = 0, then the new idling
point is at B on curve I. It remains on that
curve as long as a base voltage is applied .
At' the instant the pos itive voltage is re-
moved, the on-poi nt drops to point C on
curve 2 because only - VBB remai ns to
bias the base-emitter junction. The tran-
sistor keeps idling at that point despite the
absence of any voltage or add itiona l
pulse . It is stable because the slope of the
load line, I/RL , is less than the slope of
the transistor curve . Ordinarily, a poin t on
that portion of the curve would not be
stable because of the transistor 's negative
resis tance . But in thi s case , operation
does not shift from point C because of the
relative slopes of the load line and tran sis-
tor curve.
A nega tive pulse must be applied to the

circ uit in order to turn the transistor off or
to lower the collector-current level. If the
negative pulse is of sufficient magnitude ,
the collector current will drop to point D
on curve 3. When idling there, the transis-
tor remains turned on. But at the instant
the negative pulse is removed, operation
reverts to a point on curve 2. That point is
point E . Because the slope of the transis-
tor curve around point E is less than the
slope of the load line , the transistor can-
not remain in an idling condition at that
poin t. .If the transistor is idling in the off
state, it reverts rapid ly to point A, the
starting poin t. Here , current is at a mini-
mum and the trans istor is effectively turn -
ed off.

Switching FET's
Even though their swi tching speed is

slower than that of bipo lar devices, FET's
have the advantage of supe rior on-to-off
current ratios. The s lower sw itching
speed is due to the FET's large interna l
capacitances.
The characteristic curves of an n-chan-

nel FET, and the load line for the drain
circuit , are shown in Fig. 5. Although the
curves shown are not of any part icular
device, they can be used to describe the
switching action of the FET in general. A
schematic of an FET switching circuit is
shown in Fig. 6.
With no positive voltage applied at

VIN' a negati ve voltage exists between the
source and gate due to the - VGG supp ly.

YGS = +0.5

YGS = 0

YGS = - 0.5

YGS =- 1

YGS =- 3

YGS = - 5
YGS = - 7
YGS = - 8

Yoo
FIG. 5-THE CHARACTERISTIC CURVES of a
typ ical FET,as well as a load line for the device,
is shown here.

If that voltage is more negative than - 8
volts (that is the pinch-off voltage for the
device we are examining) very little cur-
rent flows through the drain circuit. This
can be found from the curves ; note that ID
is very low when VGS = - 8. Thus, drain
current is negligible because the transi stor
is operating in the pinch-off region.
A positive voltage at VIN , or O-volt at

the gate, puts the ope ration of the transis-
tor at the upper end of the ID range where
conduction is at a maximum . No matter
what the collector load is , current flows
through it.
FET switches can be considered in an-

.other way. When the transistor current is
at a minimum, operation is in the pinch-
off region (the right hand section of the
curves). Becau se the curves there are al-
most para llel to the x-axis , the drain resis-
tance is ex tre me ly high . That high
resis tance limits the drain current to min-
ute levels.
Once it has been turned on , the FET

operates in the ohmic region (the left-
hand portion of the curves). In the ohmic
region the characteristic is almost vertica l
and the drain resistance is extremely low,
permitting relati vely large amounts of

FIG. 6-AN FETSWITCHING CIRCUIT. In such a
circuit, the ratio of the on and off resistances Is
very high .
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drain current to flow. Those respective on 
and off resistances make the on -to -off cur- 
rent ratio of an FET extremely high. 

IC switches 
The 555 IC has been used as a time 

delay switch (among other things) for over 
a decade. Its operation revolves around 
three circuits -a comparator. an S -R flip 
flop. and an inverter. The comparator can 
be an op -amp without a feedback circuit. 
as shown in Fig. 7 -a. In the circuit. a fixed 
voltage is applied to one input terminal 
while a variable voltage is applied to the 
other. Whether the output will be at 
+ Vcc or at - Vcc, the positive or nega- 
tive supply voltage, depends upon the rel- 
ative magnitudes and polarities of the 
voltages applied to the two input termi- 
nals. Note that in some circuits, - Vcc is 
set equal to 0 volts, so that the output from 
the op -amp will vary from 0 to + Vcc. 

NON -INVERTING' 
INPUT 

INVERTING 
INPUT 

I.VCC 
OUTPUT 

-Vcc 

FIG. 7 -THE THREE MAJOR circuits in a 555 
timer IC. They are a comparator (a). an S -R flip 
flop M. and a Nor gate (c). 

Suppose a fixed +5 volts is applied to 
the non -inverting input of the comparator 
and less than + 5 volts (or even a negative 
voltage) is applied to the inverting input; 
then the output will be + Vcc volts. 
Should the voltage at the inverting input 
be greater than + 5. regardless of how 
little. the output becomes - Vcc. In a 
similar fashion. if the inverting input is set 
at a fixed + 5 volts, the output is minus 
Vcc when the voltage at the non -inverting 
input is less than + 5 volts. and is + Vcc 
when the voltage at the non -inverting In- 
put is higher than + 5 volts. 

To sum up. the comparator compares 
the respective voltages at its input termi- 
nals. If the voltage at the non -inverting 
input is greater than that at the inverting 
input, the output is + Vcc. and if the 
voltage at the non -inverting terminal is 
less than that at the inverting terminal. the 
output is - Vcc. The change in polarity at 
the output occurs when the two input volt- 
ages are identical. 

The second circuit in the IC is an S -R 
flip -flop; it is shown symbolically in Fig. 
7 -b. By itself. a flip -flop is a switch that's 
made up of digital logic circuits. In the 
type of flip -flop considered here. when 
the S terminal is low while the R terminal 
is high (the actual voltage levels for the 
high and low depend upon the flip -flop), 
the 0 output is high. Should the condi- 
tions at the R and S inputs be reversed, the 
Q output is low. 

Next. let's look at what happens when 
an input that's high is taken low again. 
Say. for instance. that the R input is high 
and the S input is low. When the R input is 
taken low again. the Q output does not go 
low again as you might expect; instead it 
is latched high and will remain so until the 
S input is taken high. If the conditions 
were reversed (i.e. the S input high and 
the R input low) the Q output would re- 
main low until the R input is taken high. 
When both inputs are low the output re- 
mains in its previous state. Thus. this flip - 
flop can act as a switch. To change the 
state at the output all you need to do is 
reverse the states of the voltages at the 
inputs. In this type of flip -flop. care 
should be taken to prevent both inputs 
from being taken high at the same time. 

The third circuit in the 555 is an inver- 
ter, often called a Nor gate; the symbol for 
that circuit is shown in Fig. 7 -c. It gets its 
name from the fact that its output is the 
inverse of its input. Specifically, when the 
input to the gate is high the output is low. 
and vice versa. 

A functional block diagram of a 555 is 

capacitor connected to pin 6. The time it 
takes to charge the capacitor is instrumen- 
tal in determining the time it takes for the 
output to switch from a high to a low state. 
The charging process can take place only 
after a negative pulse has been applied to 
pin 2. Pin 7 is connected to pin 6 so that 
the capacitor will discharge after the inter- 
nal transistor. QI, connected to pin 7 has 
been turned on. All of the external com- 
ponents and connections we've discussed 
are shown in Fig. 9. 

Before power is applied to pin 5, it is at 
ground potential because the capacitor 
connected there is fully discharged by the 
two identical internal resistors that run 
from it to ground. A slight potential may 
exist at pin 6 because the "hot" terminal 
of the capacitor in the timing circuit. CT, 
is brought only close to ground potential 
through the internal discharging transistor 
(QI via pin 7), but is never precisely at 
ground. The slight voltage on the capaci- 
tor is duc to the existence of a saturation 
voltage in the discharging transistor. just 
as it exists in any other transistor. That 
voltage. however small. is always across 

FIG. E- FUNCTIONAL UWCK UTALIHAM OT a 555 limer IG. 
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shown in Fig. 8. In it you can see how the 
three circuits weve just discussed are 
used in that device. The IC is idling when 
a voltage higher than 2Vccß is applied to 
pin 2. A 0.01 -p.F capacitor is usually con- 
nected between pins 5 and I; that stabil- 
izes the DC voltage at the input to 
comparator A. The switched voltage from 
the IC is developed across a load resistor. 
Rt . or some other device. That load is 
connected between pins 3 and 8. 

In addition to the above, an R -C timing 
network is connected between pins 8 and 
I. with the junction of the resistor and 

vcc 

FIG 9- SWITCHING CIRCUIT usina a 555 
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capacitor connected to pin 6. The time it
takes to charge the capacitor is instrumen-
tal in determining the time it takes for the
output to switch from a high to a low state.
The charging process can take place only
after a nega tive pulse has been applied to
pin 2 . Pin 7 is connected to pin 6 so that
the capaci tor will discharge after the inter-
nal transistor, QI, connected to pin 7 has
been turned on. All of the external com-
ponents and connec tions we've discussed
are shown in Fig. 9.
Before power is applied to pin 5, it is at

ground potenti al because the capaci tor
connected there is fully discharged by the
two identical internal resistors that run
from it to ground . A slight potenti al may
exist at pin 6 because the " hot" termin al
of the capac itor in the timing circuit , CT,
is brought only close to ground potenti al
through the intern al discharging transistor
(QI via pin 7), but is never precisely at
ground. The slight voltage on the capac i-
tor is due to the existence of a saturation
voltage in the discharging transistor, just
as it exists in any other transi stor. That
voltage , however small, is always across

R

Vee

r
I
I
I
I

shown in Fig. 8. In it you can see how the
three circ uit s we ' ve ju st discu ssed are
used in that device . The IC is idling when
a voltage higher than 2Vcc/3 is appli ed to
pin 2 . A O.OI-f..LF capacitor is usually con-
nected betwee n pins 5 and I; that stabil-
ize s the DC voltage at th e input to
comparator A. The switched voltage from
the IC is developed across a load resistor,
RL , or some other device . Tha t load is
connec ted between pins 3 and 8.
In addition to the above, an R-C timing

network is connected between pins 8 and
1, with the junction of the resistor and

FIG. 8-FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM of a 555 time r IC.
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Next, let 's look at what happens when
an input that's high is taken low again.
Say, for instance , that the R input is high
and the S input is low. When the R input is
taken low aga in, the Q output does not go
low again as you might expec t; instead it
is latched high and will remain so until the
S input is taken high . If the conditions
were reversed (i.e. the S input high and
the R input low) the Q output would re-
main low until the R input is taken high .
When both inputs are low the output re-
mains in its previous state. Thus, this flip-
flop can act as a switch . To change the
state at the outpu t all you need to do is
reverse the states of the voltages at the
inp uts. In th is type of flip-flop, care
should be taken to prevent both inputs
from being taken high at the same time .
The third circuit in the 555 is an inver-

ter, often called a NOT gate; the symbol for
that circuit is shown in Fig. 7-c . It gets its
name from the fact that its outp ut is the
inverse of its input. Specifically, when the
input to the gate is high the output is low,
and vice versa .
A functional block diagram of a 555 is

b

INVERTING R
INPUT

+Vcc
S fi

FIG. 7-THE THREE MAJOR circuits in a 555
timer IC. They are a comparator (s), an S-R flip-
flop (b), and a NOT gate (e).

Suppose a fixed +5 volts is app lied to
the non- inverting input of the comp arator
and less than +5 volts (or even a negative
voltage) is applied to the invert ing input ;
then the output will be +Vcc volts.
Should the voltage at the inverting input
be greater than + 5 , regardless of how
little , the output becomes - Vcc ' In a
similar fashion, if the inverting input is set
at a fixed +5 volts, the output is minus
Vcc when the voltage at the non-invert ing
input is less than + 5 volts, and is +Vcc
when the voltage at the non- inverting in-
put is higher than +5 volts .
To sum up, the comparator compares

the respect ive voltages at its input term i-
nals . If the voltage at the non- inverting
input is greater than that at the inverting
input , the output is +Vcc- and if the
voltage at the non-inverting terminal is
less than that at the inverting terminal , the
output is - Vcc -The change in polarity at
the output occurs when the two input volt-
ages are identical.
The seco nd circuit in the IC is an S-R

flip-flop; it is shown symbolica lly in Fig.
7-b . By itself, a flip-flop is a swi tch that's
made up of digital logic circuits. In the
type of flip-flop considered here, when
the S term inal is' low while the R terminal
is high (the actual voltage levels for the
high and low depend upon the flip-flop),
the Q output is high . Should the condi-
tions at the R and S input s be reversed , the
Q output is low.

drain current to flow. Those respective on
and off resistances make the on- to-off cur-
rent ratio of an FET extremely high .

tc switches
The 555 IC has been used as a time

del ay switch (among other things) for over
a decade. Its operation revolves around
three circuits-a comparator, an S-R flip
flop, and an inverter. The comparator can
be an op-arnp without a feedback circuit,
as shown in Fig. 7-a. In the circuit , a fixed
voltage is applied to one input terminal
while a variable voltage is applied to the
other. Whether the output wi ll be at
+ Vcc or at - Vcc- the positive or nega-
tive supply voltage, depend s upon the rel-
ati ve magnitudes and polarities of the
voltages applied to the two input termi-
nals. Note that in some circuits , - Vcc is
set equ al to 0 volts , so that the output from
the op-amp will vary from 0 to +Vceo
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the transistor, and is consequently across 
the capacitor. As a result, voltage at the 
output of op -amp A is high at the instant 
that power is applied to the circuit. 

Voltage at the output of op -amp B is at 
zero because when power is initially ap- 
plied to the device. the non -inverting in- 
put of that op -amp is again grounded 
through an internal resistor in the IC. At 
the same time, the inverting input, which 
is tied to pin 2, is held at some value above 
2Vcc/3 as discussed above. That con- 
dition is one that must be satisfied if the 
555 is not to be triggered. 

The outputs from op -amps A and B are 
applied to the R and S inputs of the flip - 
flop respectively. Thus. when the output 
from op -amp B is low and the output from 
op -amp A is high, the Q output of the flip - 
flop is high.'But the signal available at pin 
3 of the 555 is low; that's because the 
output from the flip -flop is passed though 
the NOT gate before it is fed to pin 3. The 
discharge transistor, QI, is turned on by 
the high voltage at Q. The transistor shorts 
the timing capacitor, to maintain the sta- 
tus quo of the circuit and keep the output 
low. 

The initial low output level from the IC 
is maintained from the time that power is 
applied to the circuit until a negative pulse 
is applied to the trigger input. pin 2. That 
status quo is maintained because almost 
immediately following the application of 
power, the supply voltage is applied. via a 
resistor, to the inverting input of op -amp 
A. Because of that, a low is applied to the 
R input of the flip -flop. As for op -amp B. 
its output is maintained low because the 
idling voltage from the trigger input. pin 
2, which is high. is applied to the non - 
inverting input of that op -amp. As low 
voltages are at the R and S inputs of the 
flip -flop. the output from the IC cannot 
change states; it remains low. The dis- 
charge transistor remains turned on until 
the S input goes high. 

When a short negative pulse with a 
voltage of less than I /3Vcc is applied to 
pin 2, op -amp B's output goes high and 
that signal is applied to the S input of the 
flip -flop. That brings Q low. The low sig- 
nal is subsequently inverted by the NOT 
gate and is available as a high at pin 3 of 
the 555. In the meantime. the low at the 
output of the flip -flop. which is connected 
directly to QI , turns that discharging tran- 
sistor off. That, in turn, removes the short 
from across the timing capacitor, CT, al- 
lowing it to charge. When voltage across 
CT exceeds the voltage at pin 6, or is more 
than 2 /3V«., the state of op -amp A 
changes and a high appears at its output. 
(The output from op -amp B went low im- 
mediately after the trigger pulse was com- 
pleted.) That brings high. the output at 
pin 3 low, and the discharging transistor is 
once again turned on to discharge the tim- 
ing capacitor. 

The time it takes for the capacitor to 
charge and trip the circuits is I.IRTCT 
seconds. During that time, voltage at the 
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output is high. It stays there until the 
charging period has been completed. The 
capacitor is then discharged. the output 
becomes low, and the circuit awaits the 
next negative pulse to start the next timing 
cycle. 

The charging cycle of the capacitor can 
be disturbed only by placing a low voltage 
pulse at the reset input of the IC, pin 4. 
That pulse turns on transistor Q2. which, 
in turn, turns on the discharging transis- 
tor. If the reset terminal is not to be used. 
it should be connected to a fixed high 
voltage such as the + Vcc supply. 

Latching relay 
Circuitry can be built around a mechan- 

ical relay so that its operation is controlled 
by a pair of momentary switches. Closing 
one switch closes the relay and closing the 
second switch opens it. A transistor cir- 
cuit that can be used to accomplish that 
goal is shown in Fig. 10. When SI is 
pressed. current flows through the the re- 
lay's coil and the contacts close. When S2 
is pressed. the current ceases to flow and 
the contacts open. Of course. a normally 
closed relay could be used in place of 
RYI; in that case the action of the relay is 
reversed. 

Let's start our look at the circuit by 
assuming that S2 has been pressed for an 
instant, thereby opening the circuit to the 
base of QI. No current flows through it or 
through Q2. so that the supply voltage. 
+ Vcc, is at the collector of Q2. This 
voltage is there because, in the absence of 
current, there is no voltage drop across the 
coil of the relay. The high voltage at the 
collector of Q2. and hence at the base of 
Q3, turns on the latter transistor. Collec- 
tor current through Q3 is limited only by 
R3. Because of the voltage drop across 
R3, there is close to 0 volt at the collector 
of Q3. That is fed back and causes 0 volt to 
also be applied to the base of Q1, keeping 
both QI and Q2 turned off so that current 
does not flow through the relay coil. 

Current will flow through the relay coil 
after SI has been pressed momentarily. 
When that is done, + Vcc is applied for 
an instant to the base of QI . That turns on 
QI as well as Q2. Because Q2 then con- 
ducts, current flows through the relay 
coil. A voltage, very close to zero. is at 
the collector of Q2 due to the voltage drop 
across the transistor. That is also applied 
to the base of Q3 but is insufficient to turn 
that device on. The collector voltage of 
Q3 is high because there is no voltage 
drop across R3. That relatively high volt- 
age is applied through DI, S2, and Rl, to 
the base of QI, keeping it and Q2 turned 
on. 

Multivibrators 
Two switching transistors are used to 

form a multivibrator. In their stable states, 
one transistor is turned on and one is turn- 
ed off. The purpose of a multivibrator is to 
switch (and possibly even keep switch- 
ing) the stable states of the two devices. 
To accomplish that, positive feedback is 
placed around the two transistors so that 
the circuit becomes unstable. That in- 
stability must be present if the states of the 
transistors are to be interchanged. 

There are three basic types of multi - 
vibrator circuits. In one of those. the 
bistable multivibrator, both transistors are 
in stable states -one transistor is on and 
the second one is off. When a pulse is 
applied to the circuits. the states of the 
device reverses. The transistors remain in 
their new states until another pulse is ap- 
plied; that once again reverses the states of 
the devices. 

The second group of multivibrators are 
monostable. Here, the two transistors as- 
sume specific states. depending upon the 
circuitry. States are interchanged after a 
pulse has been applied but they do not 
remain indefinitely in those new states. 
After a period of time, the transistors in 
the monostable multivibrator revert to 
their original states. The time they remain 
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the transistor, and is con sequently across
the capacitor. As a result, voltage at the
output of op-amp A is high at the instant
that power is applied to the circuit.
Voltage at the output of op-amp B is at

zero because when power is initially ap-
plied to the device , the non-inverting in-
put of that op-amp is again grounded
through an internal resistor in the IC . At
the same time, the invert ing input, which
is tied to pin 2, is held at some value above
2Vee/3 as discussed above. That con-
dition is one that must be satisfied if the
555 is not to be triggered .
The outputs from op-amps A and B are

applied to the Rand S inputs of the flip-
flop respec tively. Thu s, when the output
from op-amp B is low and the output from
op-amp A is high , theQoutput of the flip-
flop is high.But the signal available at pin
3 of the 555 is low; that's becau se the
output from the flip-flop is passed though
the NOT gate before it is fed to pin 3. The
discharge transistor, QI, is turned on by
the high voltage atQ.The transistor shorts
the timing capacitor, to maintain the sta-
tus quo of the circuit and keep the output
low.
The initial low output level from the IC

is maintained from the time that power is
applied to the circuit until a negative pulse
is applied to the trigger input, pin 2. That
status quo is maintained because almost
immediately following the application of .
power, the supply voltage is applied , via a
resistor, to the inverting input of op-amp
A. Because of that, a low is applied to the
R input of the flip-flop. As for op-amp B,
its output is maintained low because the
idling voltage from the trigger input , pin
2, which is high, is applied to the non-
inverting input of that op-arnp, As low
voltages are at the R and S inputs of the
flip-flop, the output from the IC cannot
change states; it remains low. The dis-
charge transistor remains turned on until
the S input goes high .
When a short negative pul se with a

voltage of less than 1I3Vee is applied to
pin 2, op-amp B's output goes high and
that signal is applied to the S input of the
flip-flop. That brings Q low. The low sig-
nal is subsequently inverted by the NOT
gate and is available as a high at pin 3 of
the 555 . In the meantime, the low attheQ
output of the flip-flop, which is connected
directly to QI , turns that discharging tran-
sistor off. That , in turn, removes the short
from across the timing capacitor, CT, al-
lowing it to charge . When voltage across
CTexceeds the voltage at pin 6 , or is more
than 2/3V ee , the state of op- amp A
changes and a high appears at its output.
(The output from op-amp B went low im-
mediately after the trigger pulse was com-
pleted.) That brings Q high , the output at
pin 3 low, and the discharging transistor is
once again turned on to discharge the tim-
ing capacitor.
The time it takes for the capac itor to

charge and trip the circuits is 1.IRTCT
seconds. During that time, voltage at the

51 (N.D.)

01 52
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output is high . It stays there until the
charging period has been completed. The
capacitor is then discharged, the output
becomes low, and the circuit awaits the
next negative pulse to start the next timing
cycle .
The charging cycle of the capacitor can

be disturbed only by placing a low voltage
pulse at the reset input of the IC, pin 4.
That pulse turns on transistor Q2, which ,
in turn, turns on the discharging transis-
tor. If the reset terminal is not to be used ,
it should be connected to a fixed high
voltage such as the +Vee supply.
Latching relay
Circuitry can be built around a mechan-

ical relay so that its operation is controlled
by a pair of momentary switches . Closing
one switch closes the relay and closing the
second switch opens it. A transistor cir-
cuit that can be used to accomplish that
goal is shown in Fig. 10. When Sl is
pressed, current flows through the the re-
lay's coil and the contacts close . When S2
is pressed , the current ceases to flow and
the contacts open. Of course, a normally
closed relay could be used in place of
RYI; in that case the action of the relay is
reversed .
Let 's start our look at the circuit by

assuming that S2 has been pressed for an
instant, thereby opening the circuit to the
base of Q1. No current flows through it or
through Q2, so that the supply voltage ,
+Vee, is at the collector of Q2 . This
voltage is there because, in the absence of
current , there is no voltage drop across the
coil of the relay. The high voltage at the
collector of Q2, and hence at the base of
Q3, turns on the latter transistor. Collec-
tor current through Q3 is limited only by
R3. Because of the voltage drop across
R3, there is close to 0 volt at the collector
of Q3 . That is fed back and causes 0 volt to
also be applied to the base of QI, keeping
both QI and Q2 turned off so that current
does not flow through the relay coil.

Current will flow through the relay coil
after Sl has been pressed momentarily.
When that is done, +Vee is applied for
an instant to the base of Q1. That turns on
QI as well as Q2. Because Q2 then con-
ducts, current flows throu gh the relay
coil. A voltage , very close to zero, is at
the collector of Q2 due to the voltage drop
across the transistor. That is also applied
to the base of Q3 but is insufficient to turn
that device on . The collector voltage of
Q3 is high because there is no voltage
drop across R3. That relatively high volt-
age is applied through Dl , S2, and RI , to
the base of QI, keeping it and Q2 turned
on.

Multivibrators
Two switching transistors are used to

form a multivibrator. In their stable states ,
one transistor is turned on and one is turn-
ed off. The purpose of a multivibrator is to
switch (and possibly even keep switch-
ing) the stable states of the two devices.
To accomplish that , positive feedback is
placed around the two transistors so that
the circuit becomes unstable . That in-
stability must be present if the states of the
transistor s are to be interchanged.
There are three basic types of multi-

vibrator circuits . In one of those, the
bistable multivibrator, both transistors are
in stable states--one transistor is on and
the second one is off. When a pulse is
applied to the circuits, the states of the
device reverses. The transistors remain in
their new states until another pulse is ap-
plied ; that once again reverses the states of
the devices .
The second group of multivibrators are

monostable. Here , the two transistors as-
sume specific states, depending upon the
circuit ry. States are interchanged after a
pulse has been applied but they do not
remain indefinitely in those new states.
After a period of time , the transistors in
the monostable multi vibrator revert to
their original states . The time they remain
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FIQ 

in the switched state depends upon a time 
constant in the circuit. 

The last group of circuits are referred to 
as astable multivibrators. In those circuits 
no pulse is required to cause the transis- 
tors to change states; they do so continu- 
ously. 

Bistable multivibrator 
A bistable multivibrator circuit is 

shown in Fig. 11. Assume that when 
power is applied Ql is on and in saturation 
while Q2 is turned off. If that is the case, 
the collector of QI is at about ground 
potential while the collector of Q2 is at 
+ Vcc. Transistor Q2 is kept off because 
no current is supplied to its base through 
RI.2; that's because of the 0 volts at the 
collector of Ql. At the same time, the - Vßß supply is applying a reverse bias 
voltage to the base through Rß2. Transis- 
tor QI is kept turned on despite the fact 
that the - Vßß supply is applied to its 
base. That is because there is a current 
flowing through RFI; that current is due to 
the voltage at the collector of Q2. The 
states of QI and Q2 are interchanged if a 
negative pulse is applied to the base of QI 
to turn it off while Q2 gets turned on. 
After that, the transistors remain in their 
newly acquired states. A similar change 
of states can be accomplished by applying 
a positive pulse to the base of Q2 to turn it 
on. 

For the circuit to behave as described, 
several design criteria must be satisfied. 

1. The values of Rc1 and Rc2 (as they 
are identical well simply refer to 
their value as Rc from now on) must 
be less than Vcc ICisatr Ictsan is 
the minimum saturation current of 
the transistor 

2. Assume that RBI = Re2 = R. To 
keep the off transistor in that state. 
VBB RB must be greater than the 
leakage current. Icho, of the off 
transistor at the maximum tem- 
perature at which it is to be used 

3 Assume that RF1 RF2 RF. For 
the transistor to be in saturation. 
beta multiplied by Rc must be 
greater than RF. The Beta of both 
transistors should be about the 
same. 

4 To keep the on transistor in satura- 
tion. the base current must be 

IC (sat) 

Vcc VBB 

f;(Rc / 
Monostable multivibrator 

A monostahle multivibrator is shown 
Fig. 12. In that circuit, QI is kept turned 
on because the + Vcc supply provides 
base current to that transistor through 
RBI. Transistor Q2 remains off because of 
the negative voltage applied to its base 
from the - VBB supply. Those states are 
interchanged after a negative pulse has 
been applied to the base of Ql. When such 
a pulse is applied. QI is turned off and the 
voltage at the collector jumps to + Vcc. 

11-A BISTABI E MULTIVIBRATÛR ran re- 
main in either of two states for an indefinite 
period of time. 

That voltage is applied to the base of Q2 
through Rcl and RI,. turning that device 
on. Transistor Q2 remains on until after 
capacitor CI has had time to discharge 
through Q2 and RBI. The time that Q2 
remains on, is equal to about 0.69RBICI. 
After that time. the transistors return to 
their original states. 

For this circuit to perform properly, the 
following circuit details must be satisfied. 

1. 01 is on when Vcc'Rcl is greater 
than (3(Vcc RBI) 

2. From the transistor's specifica- 
tions. determine the saturation volt- 
age. VCElsati, of Q2. If that 
information is not available. as- 
sume it to be 0.5 volt for a small 
signal transistor and 2 volts for a 
large power device. Use intermedi- 
ate values for intermediate size de- 
vices The base -emitter voltage. 
VBE1, due to VCEti is 
VCElsatix Reg /(RF- RB2). The 
base -emitter voltage, VBE2, due to 
the - VBB supply. is - VBB x RF 
(RF- RB). 02 is off when 
VBE1 VBE2 is negative 

Astable Multivibrator 
The multivibrator behaves as an os- 

cillator when used in an astable circuit. In 
that arrangement, both transistors are 
usually in identical circuits with the col- 
lector of one transistor coupled through a 
capacitor to the base of the second. The 
states of both devices keep changing from 
on to off, and back again. at a fixed rate. A 
basic arrangement of an astable multi - 
vibrator is in Fig. 13. 

Re 

././ CC 

IEGATIVE 
MI LSE 
NpP-U 

-T, 
1 

R52 

-Vas 

FIG 12 -A MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR has 
only one stable state. 

FIG. 13 -AN ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR 
Changes states continuously. 

Start by assuming that QI is turned 
fully on and is in saturation while Q2 is 
off. Because the collector of Q2 is at 
+ Vcc, C2 charges to just under + Vcc, 
with the polarity as shown in the diagram. 
(The curved side of the capacitor repre- 
sents the side at the lower potential.) 

Capacitor CI was charged, with the po- 
larity as shown, during the previous half - 
cycle. When CI is discharged. a base cur- 
rent flows in Q2 due to the current flowing 
through RB2; the current in the resistor is 
caused by + Vcc. The presence of a base 
current turns Q2 on. putting its collector 
as well as the positive side of C2. at 
ground potential. 

Because the voltage across C2 has the 
polarity shown. the base of Ql is placed at 
a negative voltage with respect to ground. 
That turns QI off. While QI is off, CI 
charges, with the polarity shown. to just 
under + Vcc, just as C2 did when the 
transistors were in their previous states. In 
the meantime. C2 is being discharged 
through RBI so there is no voltage left 
across C2 and thus none applied to the 
base of Ql. Transistor QI is turned on 
because the only major factors that now 
affect its base current are + Vcc and RBI. 
Transistor Q2 is turned off because of the 
negative voltage at its base. It is negative 
because the positive end of CI is at ground 
potential after QI has been turned on. 

The process continues without a stop. 
The time for switching from one state to 
the other is 0.69RBIC2 or 0.69RB2CI. If 
RBI is not equal to RB2 and CI is not equal 
to C2. then the time in which the transis- 
tors are in alternate states differ. Should 
RBI = RB2 = RB and C1= C2 = C. both 
switching times are identical. Fully sym- 
metrical squarewave cycles will then be 
seen at the collector of either QI or Q2. 
The period of the full cycle is 1.38RBC 
and the frequency will be l /1.38RBC. 

More switching devices 
In this article. sw itching circuits using 

bipolar transistors. FET's, and IC's were 
described. But there are other semicon- 
ductor devices designed to perform as 
switching devices. Those include UJT's, 
SCR's. PUT's, and so on. Those and simi- 
lar devices will be discussed in our next 
article. R -E 

FIG. 13-AN ASTABLE MULT IVIBRATOR
Changes states continuously.

Start by assuming that Q I is turned
fully on and is in satura tion while Q2 is
off. Because the co llector of Q2 is at
+Vcc -C2 charges to just under +Vcc-
with the polar ity as shown in the diagram.
(The curved side of the capacitor repre-
sents the side at the lower potential .)
Capacitor CI was charge d, with the po-

larity as shown, durin g the previous half-
cycle . When CI is discharged , a base cur-
rent flows in Q2 due to the current flowing
through RB2; the current in the resistor is
caused by +VCC' The presence of a base
current turn s Q2 on, puttin g its collec tor
as well as the positive side of C2, at
ground potenti al .
Becau se the voltage acros s C2 has the

polarity shown, the base of QI is placed at
a negative voltage with respect to ground .
That turns QI off. While Q I is off, CI
charges , with the polar ity shown, to ju st
under +Vcc - just as C2 did when the
transistors were in their previous states . In
the meant ime , C2 is being discharged
through RBI so there is no voltage left
across C2 and thus none applied to the
base of Q I. Transis tor Q I is turned on
because the only major factors that now
affect its base current are +Vcc and RBI.
Transistor Q2 is turn ed off because of the
negative voltage at its base . It is negative
because the positive end of CI is at ground
potential after QI has been turned on.
The process continues without a stop.

The time for switching from one state to
the other is O.69RBlC2 or O.69RB2C I. If
RBI is not equal to RB2 and CI is not equal
to C2, then the time in which the transis-
tors are in alternate states differ. Should
RBI =RB2=RB and CI=C2=C, both
switching times are identical. Fully sym-
metrical squarewave cycles will then be
seen at the collector of either QI or Q2.
The period of the full cycle is 1.38RBC
and the frequency will be 1/1.38RBC.

More swi tc hing devi ces
In this article, switching circuits using

bipolar transistors , FET's , and IC' s were
described . But there are other semico n-
ductor devices designed to perform as
switching devices. Those include UJT's,
SCR's, PUT's , and so on. Those and simi-
lar devices will be discussed in our next
article . R-E
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FIG.12-A MONOSTABLEMULTIVIBRATORhas
only one stable state.

+VCC

Astable Multivibrator
The multivibr ator behaves as an os -

cillator when used in an astable circuit. In
that arrangement , both tran sistors are
usually in identical circu its with the col-
lector of one transistor coupled through a
capac itor to the base of the second . The
states of both devices keep changing from
on to off, and back again , at a fixed rate . A
basic arra ngement of an astable multi-
vibrator is in Fig . 13 .

That voltage is applied to the base of Q2
through Rcl and Rp turning that device
on. Transi stor Q2 remain s on until after
capacitor CI has had time to discharge
through Q2 and RBI. The time that Q2
remains on, is equal to about O.69RBICI.
After that time , the transistors return to
their original states .
For this circuit to perform properly, the

following circuit de tails must be satisfied.
1. 01 is on when Vcc/Rc1 is greater
than (3(VCC/RB1 ).

2. From the transistor's specifi ca-
tions,determine the saturation volt-
age , VCE(sat), of 02 . If that
information is not available, as-
sume it·to be 0.5 volt for a small
signal transistor and 2 volts for a
large powerdevice. Use intermedi-
ate values for intermediate size de-
vices . The base-emitter voltage ,
VBE1 , d ue to VCE(sat) is
VCE(sat)x RB2/ (R F + RB2 ). Th e
base-emitter voltage , VBE2, due to
the - VBB supp ly, is - VBBx RF/
(R F - RB) . 0 2 is o ff wh en
VBE1+VBE2 is negative.

FIG. 11-A BISTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR can re-
main in either of two states for an indefinite
period of time.

Monostable multivibrator
A monostable mult ivibrator is shown

Fig . 12. In that circuit, QI is kep t turned
on because the +Vcc supply provides
base curre nt to that transistor through
RBI. Transistor Q2 remains off because of
the negative voltage applied to its base
from the - VBB supply. Those states are
interchanged after a negative pulse has
been applied to the base of Q I. When such
a pulse is applied, QI is turned off and the
voltage at the co llector jumps to +Vcc-

lc (sat)

(
Vcc(3 -

Rc + RF

in the switched state depends upon a time
constant in the circuit.
The last group of circui ts are referred to

as astable multi vibrators. In those circuits
no pulse is requi red to cause the transis-
tors to change states; they do so continu-
ous ly.

Bistable multivibrator
A bi st abl e multi vibrator ci rc u it is

shown in Fig . II. Assume th at when
power is applied QI is on and in saturation
while Q2 is turned off. If that is the case,
the co llector of QI is at about ground
potential while the collec tor of Q2 is at
+VCC' Transistor Q2 is kept off because
no current is supplied to its base through
RF2; that 's because of the 0 volts at the
co llec tor of QI. At the same time , the
- VBB supply is appl ying a reverse bias
voltage to the base through RB2. Transis-
tor QI is kept turned on despite the fact
that the - VBB supply is applied to its
base . That is because the re is a current
flowing through RFI; that current is due to
the voltage at the co llector of Q2 . The
states of QI and Q2 are interchanged if a
negative pulse is applied to the base of QI
to tum it off while Q2 gets turned on .
After that , the transistors remain in their
newly acquired states. A similar change
of states can be accomplished by applying
a positive pulse to the base of Q2 to turn it
on .
For the circuit to behave as described ,

several design criteria must be satisfied .
1. The values ofRc1and Rc2 (as they
are identical we'll simply refer to
theirvalue as Rc fromnowon)must
be less than VccllC(sat). lC(sat) is
the minimum saturat ion current of
the transistor.

2. Assume that RB1= RB2 = RB. To
keep the offtransistor in that state,
VBB/RB must be greater than the
leakage current , ICBo, of the off
transistor at the maximum tem-
perature at which it is to be used .

3. Assume that RF1 = RF2= RF . For
the transistor to be in saturation,
beta multiplied by Rc must be
greater than RF . The Beta of both
transistors should be about the
same.

4. Tokeep the on trans istor in sa tura-
tion, the base current must be
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